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Abstract
Record (or entity) matching or linkage is the process of identifying records in one
or more data sources, that refer to the same real world entity or object. In record
linkage, the ultimate goal of a decision model is to provide the decision maker with
a tool for making decisions upon the actual matching status of a pair of records (i.e.,
documents, events, persons, cases, etc.). Existing models of record linkage rely on
decision rules that minimize the probability of subjecting a case to clerical review,
conditional on the probabilities of erroneous matches and erroneous non-matches. In
practice though, (a) the value of an erroneous match is, in many applications, quite
different from the value of an erroneous non-match, and (b) the cost and the probability
of a misclassification, which is associated with the clerical review, is ignored in tills
way. In this paper, we present a decision model which is optimal, based on the cost

of the record linkage operation, and general enough to accommodate multi-class or
multi-decision case studies. We also present a closed fonn decision model for a class
of multivariate record comparison pairs with binomially distributed components along
with an example and results from applying the proposed model to large comparison
spaces.

1

Introduction

In today's competitive business environment, corporations in the private sector are being
driven to focus on their customers in order to maintain and expand their market share.
This shift is resulting in customer data and information about customers being viewed as a
corporate asset. In the public sector, the very large expansion of the role of the government
resulted in an unprecedented increase in the demand for detailed information. Only recently
has the data analytical value of these administrative records been fully realized. Of primary
concern is that, unlike a purposeful data collection effort, the coding of the data is not
carefully controlled for quality. Likewise, data objects are not necessarily defined commonly
across databases nor in the way data consumers would want. Two of the serious concerns
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which arise in this context are (a) how to identify records across different data stores that
refer to the same entity and (b) how to identify duplicate records within the same data store.
H each record in a database or a file carried a unique, universal and error-free identification
code l the only problem would be to find an optimal search sequence that would minimize the
total number of record comparisons. In most cases, encountered in practice, the identification
code of the record is neither unique nor error-free. In some of these cases l the evidence
presented by the identification codes (i.e., primary key, object id, etc.) may possibly point
out that the records correspond or that they do not correspond to the same entity. However,
in the large majority of practical problems, the evidence may not clearly point to one or the
other of these two decisions. Thus, it becomes necessary to make a decision as to whether or
not a given pair of records must be treated as though it corresponds to the same real world
entity. This is called the record matching or linking problem [10, 1, 5, 13, 6, 3].
The large volume of applications spanning the range of cases from (a) an epidemiologist,
who wishes to evaluate the effect of a new cancer treatment by matching information from
a collection of medical case studies against a death registry in order to obtain information
about the cause and the date of death, to (b) an economist, who wishes to evaluate energy
policy decisions by matching a database containing fuel and commodity information for a set
of companies against a database containing the values and the types of goods produced by
the companies, signifies the tremendous impact and applicability of the problem addressed
in this paper.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background
information, and the notation that is used throughout this paper. Section 3 introduces the
cost optimal model l along with the thresholds of the decision areas, and the probabilities
of errors. Section 4 provides a detailed formulation of the model when the comparison
vector components are conditionally independent binomially distributed random variables.
In Section 5, we describe an approach which can be used to estimate the parameters of the
model, if a set of matched records is available. An example is given in Section 6 to illustrate
how the model can be applied. Section 7 provides some information about the experimental
environment that we generated and the results of some experiments that we run by using it.
FinallYI Section 8 provides concluding remarks and guidelines for future extensions of this
work.

2

Background

Record matching or linking is the process of identifying records, in a data store, that refer
to the same real world entity or object. There are two types of record matching. The first
one is called exact or deterministic and it is primarily used when there are unique identifiers
for each record. The other type of record matching is called approximate. In this paper,
we focus only on the second type of matching. The decision I as to the matching status
of a pair of records, is based on the comparison of common characteristics between the
corresponding pair of records. These common characteristics are related to the similarities
in the schema of the corresponding records. For exampleI a customer table can have two
different schema representations in two databases, both storing customer data. The first
table may store information from the service department while the second one may store
2

information from the billing department. Despite the differences in the representation of the
two tables, overlapping information (i.e., name, address, sex, marital status, etc.) if present,
can be used for the identification of matches between records from different databases that
refer to the same customer.
The two principal steps in the record matching process are the searching step where we
search for potential linkable pairs of records and the matching step where we decide whether
or not a given pair is correctly matched. The aim of the searching step must be to reduce the
possibility of failing to bring linkable records together for comparison. For the matching step,
the problem is how to enable the computer to decide whether or not a pair of records relates
to the same entity, when some of the identifying information agrees and some disagrees. In
the remaining of this section we provide information about the notation that we will use, we
discuss existing techniques which have been deployed for the record matching process and
we also review decision models which have been built for the matching step.

2.1

Notation

In the product space of two tables, a match M is a pair that represents the same entity and a
non~match U is a pair that represents two different entities. Within a single table, a duplicate
is a record that represents the same entity as another record in the same database. Cornmon
record identifiers such as names, addresses and code numbers (SSN, object identifier), are
the matching variables that are used to identify matches. The vector, that keeps the values
of all the attribute comparisons for a pair of records (comparison pair) is called comparison
vector~. The set of all possible vectors, is called compamon space X. A record matching
rule is a decision rule that designates a comparison pair either as a link All a possible link
A 2 , or a non-link A 3 , based on the information contained in the comparison vector. Possible
links are those pairs for which there is no sufficient identifying information to detennine
whether a pair is a match, or a non-match. Typically, manual review is required in order to
decide upon the matching status of possible links. False matches (Type I errors) are those
non-matches that are erroneously designated as links by a decision rule. False non-matches
(Type II errors) aIe eitber (a) matches designated as non-links by tbe decision rule, or (b)
matches that are not in the set of pairs to which the decision rule is applied.
For an arbitraIY comparison vector ;[ E X, we denote by P(;[ E XIM) or !M(;[) tbe
frequency of the occurrence or the conditional probability of the particular agreement ~
aIOong tbe comparison pairs tbat aIe matches. SimilaIly, we denote by P(;[ E XIU) or
!u(;[) tbe conditional probability of ;[ aIOong tbe non-matches. Note tbat tbe agreement
or comparison vector ;&. can be defined as specifically as one wishes and this completely
rests to the components of the comparison vector. Let Pi be the probability that the j-th
corresponding item on the records a and b is present when the outcome of the comparison
(a, b) is a match, and let pj be similarly defined when the outcome is a non-match. Likewise,
let qj be the probability that the j-th corresponding item on the records a and b is identical
when the outcome of the comparison (a, b) is a match and let be similarly defined when the
outcome is a true non linkage. Let us also denote by P(d = Ai, r = j) and P(d = Ailr = j)
correspondingly, the joint and the conditional probability that the decision ~ is taken, when
the actual matching status (M or U) is j. We also denote by Cij the cost of making a decision
~ when the comparison record corresponds to some pair of records with actual matching

q;
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status j. When the dependence on the comparison vector is obvious by the context, we
eliminate the symbol ;£ from the probabilities. Finally we denote the a-priori probability of
M or else P(T = M) as "0 and the a-priori probability of U or else P(T = U) as 1- "0.

2.2

Decision Models for Record Matching

In 1950s, Newcombe et. al. [15, 16, 17] introduced concepts of record matching that were
formalized in the mathematical model of Fellegi and Sunter [4]. Newcombe recognized that
linkage is a statistical problem: in the presence of errors of identifying information to decide
which record pair of potential comparisons should be regarded as linked. Fellegi and Sunter
formalized this intuitive recognition by defining a linkage rule as a partitioning of the comparison space into the so-called "linked" subset, a second subset for which the inference is
that the record pairs refer to different underlying units and a complementary third set where
the inference cannot be made without further evidence.
Fellegi and Sunter in [4]' making rigorous concepts introduced by Newcombe et. aI. [161
considered ratios of probabilities of the form:

R = P('li. E XIM)/P('li. E XIU)

(1)

where ;£ is an arbitrary agreement pattern in the comparison space X. The theoretical
decision rule is given by:
(a) If R> UPPER. then designate pair as link.
(b) If LOWER $R$ UPPER, then designate the pair as a possible link
and hold for clerical review.
(c) If R< LOWER, then designate the pair as non-link.
The UPPER and LOWER cutoff thresholds are determined by a-priori error bounds on false
matches and false non-matches. Fellegi and Sunter [4] showed that the decision rule is
optimal in the sense that for any pair of fixed upper bounds on the rates of false matches
and false non-matches, the manual/clerical review region is minimized over all decision rules
on the same comparison space X. If now, one considers the costs of the various actions, that
might be taken, and the utilities associated with their possible outcomes, it is desirable to
choose decision rules that will minimize the costs of the operation. Nathan in [14] proposes a
model that involves minimization of a cost function, but restricts detailed discussion to cases
in which the information used for matching appears in precisely the same form, whenever the
item exists in either input source. Du Bois's [18] approach attempts to maximize the set of
correct matches by minimizing the set of erroneous non-matches. Tepping in [20] provides a
graphical representation of a solution methodology that minimizes the mean value of the cost
under the condition that the expected value of the loss is a linear function of the conditional
probability that the comparison pair is a match. The application of his mathematical model
involves the estimation of the cost function for each action, as a function of the probability of
a match, and the estimation of the probability that a comparison pair is a match. Pinheiro
and Sun [19] present a text similarity measure based on dynamic programming for matching
4

verbatim text fields. Based on the similarity measures for each corresponding pair of fields,
they build a classification model using logistic regression to predict whether any two records
are matched or not.

2.3

Intelligent Search of the Comparison Space

Errors, in the form of failures to bring potentially linkable pairs of records together for
comparison, could be reduced to zero simply by comparing each record with all the others.
However, wherever the files are large, such a procedure would generally be regarded as
excessively costly, if there are many wasted comparisons of pairs of records that are not
matched. For this reason, it is usual to order the records in the database by using identifying
information that is common to all of them. The ordering can be performed either on the
key, or on some other combination of record fields, or even on parts of the fields. In the
exact matching, sorting of the file or the database can be used to reduce the complexity of
identifying duplicate records [2]. In the approximate record matching, various compression
codes, i.e., phonetic codes, can be used to mask some of the errors that frequently appear in
typical record fields such as names. There is a number of systems to do this and the most
common one is known as the Russel Soundex code [17].
Often, we need to make a compromise between the number of record pairs that are
compared, and the recall of the linkage process. The searching process must be intelligent
enough to exclude from comparison, record pairs that completely disagree with each other.
In order to do that, the searching process must identify only those record pairs which have
high probability of matching (prospective matches) and leave uninspected those pairs that
look very different (not prospective matches). Several techniques have been developed in
the past for searching the space of record pairs. The first one, was presented early on in a
paper by Newcombe [17] and is called, blocking. In tbis approach, tbe database is scanned
by comparing only those records that agree on a user-defined key, which for example can be
the key used to sort the records. The characteristics used for blocking purposes are known
as blocking variables. Kelley in [9] presents results related to a method for determining the
best blocking strategy.
Another technique for cutting down the number of unwanted comparisons in the approximate record matching, is to scan the database by using a fixed size window and check for
matches by comparing every pair of records that falls inside that window, assuming that the
records are already sorted. This approach is known as the sorted-neighborhood approach and
bas been proposed by Hemadez and Stolfo in [61. Because of the various types of errors that
exist in the data sets that are compared, it is very common that the information selected,
for blocking or sorting the data sets, contains errors. If that happens, we expect that some
records are being clustered far way from those records with which they should be compared
to. In this case, a multi-pass approach, proposed in [6], can be used. In this approach, a
number of different blocking variables, or sorting keys, can be used for clustering the records
in different ways. The database is then scanned as many times as the number of the different
keys. The results from independent passes are combined to give the final set of matching
records. An extension to the multi-pass approach has also been implemented by Hernadez
and Stolfo [6] where the transitive closure of independent passes's results is computed. A
similar approach, that has been proposed independently by Monge and Elkan in [121, makes
5

use of an algorithmic technique that identifies the connected components of a graph. By considering each record cluster as a connected component, this process can be effectively used
to select the records that belong to the same cluster. Both groups of researchers presented
very similar results I regarding the accuracy and the cost of the searching process.

3

The Cost Optimal Decision Model

Fellegi and Sunter [4] were the first that proposed a model for clustering the decision space
into three decision areas, namely link, non-link and possible link. The authors considered the
link and non-link decisions as positive dispositions. Their model minimized the probability
of failing to make a positive disposition, under certain user-defined error bounds on these
probabilities. Tepping [20J proposed that the matching problem should be regarded as a
problem of decision making, subject to a utility function that depends upon the state of
nature. He criticizes the Fellegi-Sunter model by arguing that the minimization of the
probability of subjecting a case to clerical review l conditional on bounds on the probabilities
of erroneous matches and erroneous non-matches ignores important facts:
• the value of an erroneous match is, in many (or perhaps in most) applications, quite
different from the value of an erroneous non-match.
• the cost and the probability of a mis-classification which is associated with the manual
review
We do not necessarily want to minimize the number of clerical reviews but to maximize
the value of the record linkage operation. This implies that one must not only determine the
costs of the various components of the operation, but must also set values on the possible
outcomes. In this regard, Tepping refines the third decision area proposed by Fellegi and
Sunter, as the one where some kind of further investigation is required before deciding on a
classification. The investigation may simply involves the personal scrutiny or the search for
additional data. This is exactly the easel when records are matched in an iterative fashion.
For example l record pairs, created within the file blocks, are best subjected to a simple
first test, prior to initiating the full comparison sequence or maybe an incremental sequence
of comparisons. The utility function would specify a gain or loss for each of the possible
decisions, conditional on whether the pair is a match or a non-match.
A possible set of actions that should be taken for a record comparison pair is presented
below:
• Treat the comparison pair as if it designated to the same individual of some population.
This is equivalent to the "link" decision.
• Temporarily treat the comparison pair as a link but obtain additional infonnation
before classifying the pair as a link or a non-link.
• Take no action immediately but obtain additional information before classifying the
pair as a link or non-link.
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• Temporarily treat the pair as if it was associated with different individuals of the
population, but obtain additional information before classifying the pair as link or
non-link.
• Treat the pair as if it was associated with different individuals in the population (nonlink).
Other actions may be added to the list, including for example the use of a randomizing
device, to determine the treatment of the comparison pair. Note that the underlying assumption is that each comparison pair is either a match or a non-match. Thus the set of all
comparison pairs is the sum of mutually exclusive sets M (the "match" pairs) and U (the
"non-match" pairs).
In order to be able to make a decision, we assume that the distributions of the random
comparison vectors are known. Determining the distributions of the random vectors requires
a pre-processing phase of training. For the training phase, a set of classified random vectors,
which can be used for determining these a-priori matching probabilities, is required. Human
experience can also playa major role in the training phase. The important thing to note
here is that for this model to work, we need to know (a) the a-priori matching probabilities
of the random comparison vectors, and (b) the various costs that should be assigned to
different c1assificationsjmisc1assifications. The model that we are building will determine
the necessary and sufficient criterion for testing the M hypothesis against the U hypothesis
and vice versa, and the thresholds required for this reason.
Below, we propose a new cost optimal decision model for record matching. The model
presented here is a generalization of the model that it was proposed in [22] in the sense that
the number of decision areas (link, non-link, possible link) is not restricted to three but it
can be any non-negative number n. In general, let us denote by Ci; the cost of making a
decision Ai for a comparison pair in the state of nature j. Each one of the decisions that
are made, based on the existing evidence, about the linking status of a comparison pair,
is associated with a certain cost that has two aspects. The first aspect is related to the
decision process itself and is associated with the cost of making a particular decision; for
example, the number of value comparisons that are needed in order to decide, affects the
cost of this decision. The second aspect is associated with the cost of the impact of a certain
decision; for example, making a wrong decision should always cost more than making the
correct decision. Table 1 illustrates the costs for all the various decisions that could be made
during the record matching process.
A record linkage process assigns each one of the comparison pairs to one and only one
decision area. In order to compute the mean cost of the record linkage process, we consider
one by one the costs of all decision areas. Without loss of generality, let us consider the cost
of the i-th decision area. What we know about tills area is that it has been assigned a number
of comparison vectors based. on a decision process that we are trying to identify. It is also the
case, that among the comparison vectors allocated to this area, there maybe both matched
and non-matched comparison pairs. There is a certain probability measure about the fact
that a comparison pair (matched or non-matched) is allocated to this decision area. This is
denoted by tbe joint probability P(d = A;, r = M) and P(d = A;, r = U) correspondingly.
For every matched comparison pair assigned to the decision area i the associated cost is

cr
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Cost

c,"
cf

cr
c!f

Decision State of Nature
A,
M
A,
U
A2
M
A2
U

..

...

.. ,

c!,;'

An
An

M
U

,

cnU

Table 1: Costs of the decisions.
and for every non-matched comparison pair assigned to tbis area, the cost is
cost over all decision areas can then be written as follows:

cf.

The mean

n

c=

2:[c:-,"· P(d= Ai,r =

M)

+c7' P(d =

Ai,r = U)]

(2)

i=l

We can express the joint probabilities in Eq. 2 as a function of the conditional probabilities by using the Bayes theorem. Based on this observation, we get:

P(d= Ai,r =j) = P(d = Ailr =j). P(r =j), where i = 1,2", ',n and j = M,U.

(3)

Let us also assume that {f is a comparison vector drawn randomly from the space of the
comparison vectors which is shown in Figure 1. Then the following equality holds for the
conditional probability P(d = Ailr = j):
P(d = Ailr = j) =

2: /;('f.),

where i = 1,2,"', nand j = M, U.

(4)

~EAi

where

Ij

is the probability density of the comparison vectors when the state of nature
is j. We also denote the a-priori probability of M or else P(r = M) by "0 and the a-priori

probability of U or else P(r = U) as 1 -

"0'

M

u
Figure 1: A partitioning of the decision space.
The mean cost c in Eq. 2 based on Eq. 3 is written as follows:
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n

C

= Lie:,," . P(d = A;IT = M) . peT = M) + ef . P(d = A; IT = U) . peT = U)]

(5)

i=l

By using Eq. 4, Eq. 5 becomes:
n

C

= Dc:,," .

L

fM('l2) . peT

L

= M) + ef .

~EAi

1=1

fu('l2) . peT

= U)]

(6)

~EAi

By substituting the a-priori probabilities of M and U in Eq. 6, we get the following

equation:
n

C=

L

Lie:,," . "0 .

fM('l2)

+ ef . (1 -

~EAi

1=1

"0) .

L

fu('l2)]

(7)

~EAi

which by dropping the dependent vector variable ~, and combining the information for each
part of the decision space, can be rewritten as follows:
n

C=

L L

IfM"

e:,," . "0 + fu· ef . (1 - "0)]

(8)

1=1 ;EEA;

Every point ~ in the decision space A, belongs either in partition AI, or in A21 .. 0'
or in An and it contributes additively in the mean cost c. We can thus assign each point
independently either to Allor A21 .. ", or An in such a way that its contribution to the mean
cost is minimum. This will lead to the optimum selection for the sets which we denote by
AI', A21 ..., and~. Based on this observation, a point {f is assigned to the optimal decision
area Ai iff the following n - 1 inequalities hold:
fM· e:,,". "0 + fu· ef· (1- "0)
fM . e:,," . "0 + fu . ef . (1 - "0)

< fM· ef" . "0 + fu . ef . (1 - "0)
< fM· cf . "0 + fu . df . (1 - "0)

We thus conclude from the above that for any value of i J the corresponding decision area
is given by the formula below:

(10)
In order for our model to define the decision areas, it makes use of n systems of n - 1
linear inequalities. By solving for the likelihood ratio fM / fu in each one of these systems:

fM/ fu

< (eL - ef)/(e:,," - e~l) . (1 - "0)/"0
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fM/fa

> (c:: , -cf)/(cf' -Cl'::,), (1-"0)/"0

fM/fa

> (c~ - cf)/(cf' - c~)· (1- "0)/"0

(11)

we get n(n - 1) values that the likelihood ratio should be compared with. Tbese values
denote the thresholds that explicitly define the decision areas. By inspecting these values
closely, we observe that half of them are unique. Notice for example, that the last inequality
iu A: and tbe first in A~ give raise to fM/fa 2': (c~ - cf)/(cf" - c~) . (1 - "0)/"0 and
fM/ fa < (cf - c~)/(c~ - cf")· (1- "0)/"0 correspondingly, where the tbresholds are exactly

~)

the same. In general, the n systems of n -1 equations generate (

unique thresholds. In

order for all of the n decision aIeas to exist, the following sufficient and necessary condition
should hold for n - 1 of these thresholds:

uu

u

u

uuuuuu

en - cn_ 1 < cn_ 1 - cn_2 <
< C4 - ca < C3 - C2 < C2 - c1
M
M-M
M-"'-M
c¥-M
Cn_l - en
c n _ 2 - Cn_l
CJ - "
C2 - caM-c¥..M
1 - '-2

(12)

Notice that for simplicity reasons, the ratio of prior probabilities have been eliminated
from all the thresholds. For example, if for the likelihood ratio of a comparison vector the
following inequality holds:

cf - elf
cf - ck'

1-

1M

1rO

"0

-

then the comparison vector belongs to

3.1

elf - elf
cf - or

=------""<-<-+.-~

fa -

1-

71"0

"0

(13)

A~.

Optimality of the Decision Model

We can now prove that the decision model that we have proposed (Le., the sets A~, A~, " ' l
~) is an optimal one. Based on the discussion above we know that A = A l UA2 U... UAnl
where A lJ A2l " ' J An are pair-wise disjoint. Every point will be assigned to either one of
these decision areas. We also introduce the indicator function Ie of a set 0, as the function
which takes the value of 1 if the point ~ belongs to 0 and the value 0, otherwise. Note that
we can formally write Eq. 8 as:

c=

L:

Z1("')

~EA I

+ L: z"(,,,) + ... + L: zn("')
~EA2

(14)

i!<EA n

where Zi(X), i = 1,2, ... , n denote the expressions inside the corresponding sums in Eq.

8.
Using the indicator functions, we can write:

L:

z, ("') +

L:

z, ("') + ... +

L:

Zn (;C) =

(15)

L: [Z1 ("') . lA, (",) + z, ("') . lA, ("') + ... + Zn ("') . lA. ("')] 2':

(16)

c=

;!;EAI

i!i.EA2

~EA

10

i!<EA n

L

min{ z, (;l<), Z2(;l<), ... , Zn(;l<)}

d,f

(17)

Zn(;l<)

(18)

~EA

L
i!i.EA1

3.2

z,(;l<)

+L
i!i.EA~

z,(;l<) + ... +

L
i!i.EAg,

Error Estimation

The probability of errors can now be easily computed. There are two types of errors. The
first ODe is called Type I error, and it occurs when a non-link action is taken although the
two records are actually matched. The probability of this error can be estimated as follows:

P(d = An, r

= M) = P(d = A,lr = M) . P(r = M) = "0' L

fM(;l<).

(19)

i!i.EA"

The second type of error is called Type II error and it occurs when the link action is
taken although the pair of records is actually non-matched. The probability of this eITor can
be estimated as follows:

P(d

= A" r = U) = P(d = Adr = U) . P(r = U) = (1 - "0)' L

fU(;l<).

(20)

i!<.EAI

By computing these two types errors, we assume that all the other areas, in between
these two, are not considered as definite decisions, and for this reasoD, we can use points
assigned to them in either kind of error before further investigation.
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The Formulation of the Multivariate Record Linkage
Problem

Formally, a record is a finite collection of identifiers or items that describes a member of a
given population. The notation used in Table 2 denote records as L-item information vectors
aj and bk , where the components aij and bkj denote the i-th item recorded on the records
aj and bk respectively. The components of these vectors are items of identifying information
such as last name, middle initial J date of birth, etc. When a record rLj from source A is
compared with a record bk from source B, a comparison vector:

(21)
is generated and the outcome is either a linkage (common or matching records), or a nonlinkage (non-matching records). Since it is not known whether the outcome of a comparison
(aJ b) is a linkage or a non linkage, a decision should be made based on the outcome of the
comparison to whether a linkage or a non-linkage has occurred, where (a, b) denotes records
a and b from sources A and B respectively.
Define the indicator variable:

I

_ { 1 if the outcome of the comparison (a, b) is a true linkage,
0 otherwise.

(a,b) -

11

(22)

Source B
bu , b12 ,···, blL

Source A
al -

U-2

aUJ al2J . . .

,alL

= (U-2I, G.22,···, U-2L)

M
D

bN = (b NI , bN2 ,···, bNL )
N
D

p=D/M

P=D/N

aM = (aMI, aM2,···, aML)

Number in the file
Common in both files
Proportion Common

bl b, = (b21 , b22 , " ' , b,Ll

Table 2: Notation used for records and data sources.
then the number of records common to sources A and B is
M N

D =

:L :L I(o"b,)

(23)

i:=:l k:=:l

where M and N are the number of records in sources A and B respectively. Let Pj be
the probability that the j-th corresponding item on the records a and b is present when the
outcome of the comparison (a, b) is a true linkage, and let pj be similarly defined when the
outcome is a true non-linkage. Likewise, let qj be the probability that the j-th corresponding
item on the records a and b is identical when the outcome of the comparison (a, b) is a true
linkage and let qj be similaxly defined when the outcome is a true non linkage.
The advantage of the above formulation of the multivariate record linkage problem is the
fact that the p;'s and q;'s can be used as parameters of a probability distribution over pairs
of records belonging to the category of true linkages and similarly for the pj's and qj's with
respect to pairs of documents belonging to the category of true non-linkages. The above
parameters can be estimated by the method of maximum likelihood when these parameters
are unknown and also when samples of pairs of records known to belong to the category of
true linkages and the category of true non-linkages are available. This simplifies the complex
problem of developing a set of weights to attach to corresponding items according to their
degree of uniqueness.
The objective of this investigation is to develop a procedure for classifying record a from
source A and record b from source B into one of two categories, namely, the category M
of potential linkages and the category U of potential non-linkages. One approach to this
problem is to observe whether corresponding items on both records are present and identical
at the same time. We can fonnalize this approach by defining two variables X j and lj in
the following manner:

X. _ { 1 if the j-th corresponding item on both records is present,
J 0 otherwise.

(24)

{I if the j-th corresponding item on both records is identical,
a otherwise.

(25)

¥,. _
J -

then
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X;Y;=

C

if the j-th corresponding item on both records
is present and identical,
otherwise.

(26)

which implies that lj is observable when X j = 1. We use Xjl'j in order to distinguish
between when Yj = a and when lj is not observable due to X j = O. This distinction is
useful when a computer is used to evaluate the multivariate probability mass function of the
random comparison vector. Consider the 2L-dimensional random vector

x· =

(XI, X 21 "" XL; X1l'i, X 2 l'2,"', XLYL )

(27)

defined so that the outcome of any comparison (a , b) is a point X·(a, b) = x..* where:
;f*

=

(Xl,X2 1 '" 1 XL; XIYl, X2Y2J"', XLYL)

(28)

In order to give to the record linkage problem a mathematical structure let the random
vectors XI = (XI, X2, ••• J XL) and y ' = (Y'iJ YiJ ... I YL) have independent components and
suppose the X/s and }j's are distributed as point binomials b(l ,P;) and b(l , q;) on M and
b(l,Pj) and b(l , q;) on U. lithe components XI,X 21 · · , I X L and X l YI,X 2Y'2,···IX LY L of
the random vector X" are mutually independent within each sequence, then the multivariate
probability mass functions of the random vector X" under M and U is given by:
L

h = f(x"IM) =

IlP~i(l- p;)l-Ziq;'Yi(I_lJ;)(l-Y;)Zi

(29)

;=1

and
L

h = /(x"IU) =

IT Pfj (1 -

pj)l-Zjqi":jllj (1- qj)(l-lIj)Zj

(30)

;=1

5

Parameter Estimation

If the parameters of It and

h are known, a linkage rule can be constructed in the following
manner. The relevant information for making a decision is summarized in the set of D's
and 1lS contained in the vector :z;*. Then we calculate It and h from Eq. 29 and Eq. 30
respectively. Given a table of classification costs (i.e., Table 1), we decide that the outcome of
the comparison (a , b) must be assigned to a certain category based on the range of thresholds
where the ratio ftl h belongs to, as it is determined by Eq. 12.
In actual applications of record linkage, the parameters 1t, h and the prior probabilities
used in the decision process, are rarely known. Generally these parameters can be estimated
if verified matched and non-matched records are available. In some applications though, it
is difficult to verify whether a particular pair of records is a true linkage. In this study, we
assume that pairs of records belonging to M, and U can be verified by additional information
available or manual inspection. Let the L-item records in the samples be all ~, .•• , am from
source A, and bl , ~, ... I bn from source B. For the mn pairs of records from the sample,
observe the 2L-dimensional random vectors Xi, Xi, ... ,X~m where
13

(31)
and the random variables Xu; and XujYu; assume the values 0 and 1. Assuming that the
pairs of records belonging to M and U can be verified I the mn random vectors Xi I Xi, ... , X;m
can be decomposed into random samples of size d and mn - d from /1 and h respectively,
after verification.
Using the method of maximum likelihood, we have:

iro -

'Pi

-.
P;
ii;

-.

q; -

d

mn

Ld
u=l

xu;
d

mn

xu;

L
u=d+l mn- d

(32)

L~-l XujYuj
E~=l xu;

mn
L t=d+
1 Xu;Yu;
mn
L u=d+l Xu;

as estimates of Pj, pj, Qj and q;, where xu; = 0,1 and xu;Yuj = 0,1 are values of the
random variables Xu; and XujYuj . The linkage rule based on the above estimators follows
by replacing the parameters of it and hand 1I"o in Eq. 12 by their respective estimates from
Eq.32.

6

Application

The previously presented model will be demonstrated in a file maintenance application,
where the source data are lists of subscribers of two large magazine publishers. Table 3 shows
tentative unit costs developed by the staff of the publishers on the basis of consideration of
the character of the actions and the consequences of these actions. For example, based on
the contents of this table, the cost C:2M is $0.41. The actions listed are roughly the same as
those given above as examples in the description of the model.
In order to delineate the decision areas, we need to start with the test given in Eq. 12.
By using this test we can find out whether all the areas are well defined, and if so, which axe
these areas for each action. In this example, the number of actions, or else decision areas,
is 5. So, intuitively, four thresholds (the four rightmost ones in Eq. 12) can be checked. By
substituting the values of the costs from Table 3 in Eq. 12 we get:
0.232 S 7.2 SIS 11.902

(33)

It is obvious that in Eq. 33 not all of the thresholds are in the right order. This means
that not all the areas (5 decision areas) are defined by these costs so in order to define
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True Status
Match Non-match
$0.00
$6.01
0.41
1.13
0.77
0.77
0.82
0.41
2.59
0.00

Action
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3: Tentative Unit Costs
~
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Table 4: A 5-by-5 system of inequalities for the file maintenance application.
them) we then need to consider the initial detailed model and the corresponding systems of
equations. The system of inequalities for this application is depicted in Table 4.
Notice that the unique thresholds for IM/ fu in Table 4 are the Tjj'SJ since the thresholds
in the lower diagonal system are the same as their diagonal images. Also notice that Tji = o.
Observe that the following two systems of inequalities should hold in order for all of the five
areas to be well defined:

Tl2 ~ TI3

T12
T23

T34

?: T24
2: T35

T35

?: T45

T25

T24 ~ T34

TI4

T23

?: Tl4
?: T25

TI2

?:

TI5

(34)
(35)
(36)

?: T45
2: T34

TI5

?: T45

(37)
(38)
(39)

and

T13

?: T23
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Notice, for example, that the system of inequalities in Eq. 34 holds because the threshold
in the cell(2,1) in Table 4 (diagonal image TI2)} needs to be the maximum threshold in the
first row, otherwise there will be a gap between the first and the second decision areas.
By combining the inequalities above, we verify that Tl2 ~ T23 ~ T34 ~ T~5' In our case by
substituting the values of the unit costs to the original system of inequalities, we get:
TU

Tl2

T22

= 11.09 T13 = 6.805
T23

= 1

T33

= 6.82
T2~ = 1.75
T3~ = 7.2

T25
T35

= 2.32
= 0.51
= 0.42

T"

T<l5

= 0.232

T14

Tl5

T55

By processing the information in the above system, we generate the decision areas:
1
Area- 2
- { 4
5

if IM/lu 2: 11.09
if11.092: IM/lu 2: 1.75
if 1.75 2: IM/lu 2: 0.232
if 0.232 2: 1M/lu

Area 3 is not defined, since there is no region in the real axis in which fM/ fu $ 1.75 and
at the same time 1M/lu 2: 7.2. Notice also that the thresholds given above should be scaled
by the ratio of prior probabilities (1-1ro)/1ro. In the next section, we elaborate on this issue.

7

Experiments and Results

In order to validate and evaluate the proposed decision model, we have built an experimental
evaluation system [21]. The evaluation system is built on top of a public domain system)
the database generator [5], that automatically generates source data, with user-selected apriori characteristics. The database generator allows us to perform controlled studies so
as to establish the accuracy (or else the overall error), the percentage of comparison pairs
which are assigned to the various decision areas and the overall cost of the record linkage
process. The database generator provides a large number of parameters for selection such as
the size of the generated database, the percentage of duplicate records in the database} and
the percentage of the error in the duplicated records. Each one of the generated records,
consists of the fields shown in Table 5. Some of the fields, as well} can be empty, affecting in
this way the presence value. k; it is reported in [5] the names were chosen randomly from
a list of 63000 real names. The cities, the states and the zip codes (all from the USA) come
from publicly available lists.
For each study, the evaluation system makes an external call to the database generator in
order to generate two databases. The first database is used for training the decision model
and the second database for testing the model. The training process includes the estimation
of the required parameters by the decision model. Both databases are generated by using
almost the same parameter settings. Only the number of records and the number of record
clusters in each database can be different. A record cluster is a group of records in the same
database that refers to the same person. All the records in the same cluster are considered as
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duplicates. The training and the test databases are used correspondingly for generating the
training comparison space and the test comparison space. As we mentioned earlier on, the
comparison space is populated from comparison vectors which correspond to a component
by component comparison of a pair of database records. In our system, we can explicitly
select the type of the comparison, to be performed between each pair of values corresponding
to the same attribute, and the type of the comparison result. In this study, the comparison
vector has binary components and for this reason the result of a comparison can either be a
or 1.
Some of the options that are provided to the users of the experimental system, for the
generation of the training and test comparison spaces, include: (a) the pre-conditioning of
the database records, (b) the selection of the sorting keys to be used for sorting the original
database records, (c) the functions to be used for the comparison of each record attribute,
(d) the searching strategy along with its parameters if applicable, and <e) the thresholds
for the decision model. For the pre-conditioning of the database records, we may select to
convert all the characters to uppercase or lowercase, and compute the Soundex code of the
last name. Any subset or part of the record fields can be used as a sorting key. Among the
functions to be selected for comparing pairs of field values, the most frequently used are the
Hamming distance for numerical attributes, and the edit distance [11], the n-grams (7], the
Jaro distance [8], and the Smith-Waterman algorithm [13] for character string attributes.
For the searching strategy, the experimental system currently supports the blocking and the
sorted-neighborhood approach. In the sorted-neighborhood approach the window size to be
used should also be provided as an input parameter to the system. The last part of the
parameters that are required by the system include the threshold values, which delimit the
various decision areas in the proposed model.
In the set of experiments that we present, we make use of a comparison space of 10, 000
comparison records with known true matching status, as the training set, and a set of
1, 000, 000 records in the testing set. Notice that the size of the comparison space depends
heavily on the searching technique used and is usually close to an order of magnitude larger
than the number of actual database records compared. The estimated probabilities of presence and agreement are given in Table 5. These probabilities can be easily computed, based
on the process that we describe in Section 5, by using the information in the training comparison space, since the actual matching status is considered known. This is possible, because
each database record has been assigned a cluster identifier by the database generator, which
is used for the identification of the cluster that each record belongs to.
The system also uses the costs of the various actions, in the decision process. Here, we
make use of the costs presented in Table 3. In the experiments, we have generated pairs of
training and testing record comparison sets with a variable size of cluster size. We have run
many experiments in order to estimate the total cost of the linkage process for each testing
comparison set by using a variable size of comparison fields from the Table 5. The results are
shown in Table 6 and indicate that (a) the cost of the record linkage process decreases as the
dimensionality of the comparison space increases and (b) for fixed dimensionality, there is no
clear evidence whether the prior matching probability affects positively or negatively the total
cost. The first observation is consistent with the intuition that more "reliable" comparison
components help the model to minimize the total cost, while the second observation, is
necessary so as our model to be independent of the data and so - to the degree this is
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True Status
Match
Non-match
Attribute
SSN
First Name

Middle Initial
Last Name
Street Number

Street Address
Apartment Number

City
State
Zip Code

'Pi
0.87
0.91
0.76
0.86
0.90
0.67
0.45
0.56
0.78
0.89

i/o

qj

0.85 0.81
0.87 0.83
0.64 0.93
0.75 0.83
0.57 0.81
0.58 0.88
0.47 0.89
0.59 0.91
0.81 0.86
0.91 0.92

p~

0.15
0.08
0.05
0.21
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.12
0.16
0.06

Table 5: Estimated probabilities of presence and agreement in the training comparison space.

ii"o
0.500
0.250
0.200
0.125
0.100

Number of Vector Components
2
4
1
8
6.300
$222,700.000 113,359.125 18,790.750
200,206.250 109,679.312 19,582.665
9.038
9.544
173,105.000 101,050.850 18,540.950
125,140.625 80,936.280 15,839.407 10.230
109,152.500 74,231.425 14,563.803 10.420

10
1.900
2.700
2.880
3.090
3.150

Table 6: Total cost of record linkage for I, 000, 000 comparison records. The prior probability
is estimated on a set of 10, 000 comparison records.
possible - unbiased. Other experiments performed, indicate that our model provides always
the most cost efficient linkage.

8

Conclusions

This paper presents a new cost optimal decision model for the record matching process. The
proposed model uses the ratio of the prior odds along with appropriate values of thresholds
to partition the decision space to a number of decision areas. The model that we presented,
is similar with the one proposed by Fellegi and Sunter [4] as it uses the same criterion for
discriminating between matches and non-matches. The major difference between our model
and all the other already existing models is that it minimizes the cost of making a decision
rather than the probability of an erroneous decision. Our model is also much more efficient
than other error-based models, as it does not resort to the sorting of the posterior odds in
order to select the threshold values. The applicability of this model is independent of the
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characteristics of the comparison fields, of the database fields, of the sorting techniques used
and of the matching functions. This is strongly indicated in our work with the fonnulation
of the multivariate record linkage problem for binomially distributed comparison fields. We
should mention at this point that most of the researchers in this field are not considering
presence independently of agreement and disagreement. We believe that this is a promising
modeling approach that we plan to investigate further in the fu ture.
In our future endeavors, we are also considering the design of a model for cost and
time optimal record matching. By using such a model, it will be feasible not only to make
a decision based on the entire comparison vector, but also to acquire as many comparison
components as required, in order to make a certain decision. This will save computation time
and at the same time it will facilitate the on-line decision making in the record matching
context.
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